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* application of psychological principle and theory of how and why people behave
to literature to interpret and evaluate it

* psychoanalytical critics view literature through the lens of psychology searching for hidden meaning
• Sigmund Freud - Austrian psychoanalyst who pioneered technique of psychoanalysis
- born May 6,1856; died September 23,1939
- medical doctor (neurological research & mental illness), philosopher
- developed theory of 3 parts of psyche: Id, Ego, Superego
- Interpretation of Dreams (published 1899)
♦ Jacques Lacan - emphasis on language stages - imaginary, symbolic, real
♦ Julia Kristeva - feminist view

▶ based on stages of childhood sexual development (oral, anal, phallic, latency)
▶ Oedipus complex - childhood wish to displace the parent of one's own sex and take his or her place in the

affections of the parent of the opposite sex. (fear of castration as punishment)
▶ most of the individual's mental processes are unconscious
▶ all human behaviour is motivated ultimately by sexuality (libido)
' due to social taboos, most sexual impulses, desires & memories are repressed in human behaviour
- libido - sexual drive

id - instinctual part of unconscious based on pleasure principle (what feels good); houses primitive impulses.
passions and libido

ego - logical rational part of (mostly) conscious based on reality principle (what is right); acts as referee
between id and superego

superego - conscience - in conscious and unconscious - censor of unacceptable desires (moral police)
repression - ego's mechanism for suppressing and forgetting its instinctual impulses
psychoanalysis and literature have a lot in common
literature is about language. Psychoanalysis is also about language ("talking cure")
literature and psychoanalysis about language - unconscious - dreams - symbolism
PA Critic focuses on one or more of the following:
- author - analysis of author's life & how reflected in work ('psychobiography')

- belief that author wrote to satisfy a forbidden wish (repression)
- characters - analysis of characters' behaviour and motivations (based on id, ego, superego)
- audience - analysis of appeal of work to reader / unconscious response of reader to work
- text - analysis of language & symbolism in work

PA Critic looks for Oedipus complex, stages of child sexual development (oral, anal, genital)
PA Critic looks for sexual imagery (vaginal or phallic images)
- female symbols = concave images (ponds, flowers, cups, caves); water (birth & death)
- male symbols = long, narrow, phallic images (gun, skyscraper); cloak or covering
- dancing, riding, and flying - symbolic of sexual pleasure
- death and sex closely related
- coldness = psychological coldness; obsessive repetitions

latent dream - what you really dream about
manifest dream - what you remember upon waking (toned-down, distorted, disguised)
Dream Work - process to decode dream
PA Critic sees text as if it were a dream - needs to be interpreted

- looking at images/symbolism (similes, metaphors, allusions)
- to uncover latent content (repressed desires) hidden beneath manifest content (words)
- symbolism (the repressed object represented in disguise)
- condensation (several thoughts or persons represented in a single image) = metaphors
- displacement (referring to a part to signify the whole) = metonymy

offers a different view of work
useful tool for understanding some works (esp. characters with psychological issues)
have to know author's biography first
can turn a work into just a psychological case study, not a piece of art
critics see sex in everything, exaggerating this aspect of literature
based on theory of psychoanalysis; theory itself not validated
psychoanalytic theories can be coupled with other schools of literary criticism
(e.g., feminist psychoanalytic criticism, reader-response psychoanalytic criticism, etc.)

What does Freud know about literature ? In addition to being a medical doctor and psychoanalyst, he also
wrote many books (which makes him an author) and even wrote literary criticism himself
Ironically, much of Freud's theory is built on a piece of classic literature, Sophocles's Oedipus Rex
Freud experimented with cocaine, intense smoker, 30 operations for mouth cancer (oral ?)


